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Licence
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Nothing in this license impairs or restricts the author's moral rights.

Full details of this licence can be found at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/uk/legalcode
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Introduction
In this session we will look at a couple of different ways to try to identify differentially methylated
regions, and will look at how we can visualise and validate the predictions which are made.
We’re going to be running the statistical analysis in SeqMonk, but using methods which are present in
most of the available methylation analysis packages, so the same tests could be performed in a noninteractive way by using those packages.

Software
The software packages used in this practical are:




SeqMonk (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/)
R (https://www.r-project.org/)
EdgeR (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/edgeR.html)

Data
The data in this practical are the Bisulphite Sequence data from GEO accession GSE30199. This study
looked at allele specific methylation to identify imprinted genes in the mouse genome.
The data used here was processed using Bismark initially and was then run through SNPSplit
(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/SNPsplit/), to separate out the reads coming from
the two different parental genotypes. The final data still looks the same as for a normal bismark
bisulphite run, just separated into two groups.
All of the processed data using in this practical can be downloaded from the Babraham Bioinformatics
web site (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/training.html).
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Exercise 1 – Loading Data
To save time the data for this practical have already been imported and grouped in a SeqMonk project,
so you can just load this.
The project file is called allele_specific_methylation.smk and is located in the
Differential_Methylation sub-folder of the course data. You can load this by selecting:
File > Open Project
Some work has already been performed on this data, namely:




The Bismark coverage files were imported into SeqMonk
The names of the data sets were shortened
Replicate sets were created from the replicates from the two different parental strains (called
allele1 and allele2)

Spend a few minutes looking at the raw sets of calls. Think about the following questions:
1. What is the overall coverage like? Is most of the genome covered, or is it patchy? This is
supposed to be an unbiased library, do the reads look like they match this expectation?
2. How deeply sequenced are the samples? We need to think about the resolution we have so
look at individual bases and see what sort of fold coverage of the genome we are going to
have.
3. Have a look at the coverage on the X and Y chromosomes. Does this look the same as the
rest of the genome? If not, why not?
4. Do all of the individual replicates have comparable coverage and methylation (to the degree
you can see from the raw calls)? Can you see obvious differences between them?

Exercise 2 – Quantitation
We next want to have a more quantitative look at the data. We’re going to take an unbiased view of
the genome to start with and see what seems to be happening overall in these samples.
From the initial assessment of the coverage we should see that we really only have about a 1x
coverage of the genome. The changes we’re looking for are likely to be quite high (potentially 50% or
more), so looking back at our power analysis table we can see that we would be justified in using an
unbiased window size of 100 CpGs.

Window Size (# CpG cytosines)

Absolute
methylation
change
(from 80%)

1
5
10
20
50

1
158805
6794
1825
509
94

10
14212
608
164
46
9

25
5419
232
63
18
4

50
2609
112
30
9
2

100
1254
54
15
5
1

200
602
26
7
2
1

Required Fold Genome Coverage

500
228
10
3
1
1
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Create 100 CpG probes in the data. To do this go to Data > Define Probes > Read Position Probe
Generator. You need to select the two replicate sets to define the data then increase the “Valid
positions per window” up to 100.

Once you’ve created the probes you can dismiss the default quantitation options (press cancel) since
we’re going to use the bisulphite pipeline to quantitate the data.
Select Data > Quantitation Pipelines then select the “Bisulphite Methylation over Features” pipeline.
For the pipeline we’ll set a minimum number of observations to 20. We know that there are 100 CpGs
in each window, so only 1 in 5 need to be observed in each sample for it to be quantitated.

After the quantitation has finished then run Reports > DataStore Summary Report and look at the last
column (Valid Quantitations) to see how many probes in each sample you were able to successfully
quantitate. Compare this number to the total number of probes in your project. You want to see that
the vast majority of probes in each sample were able to be quantitated.

Exercise 3 – Data Inspection
Now that we have some quantitative values for the data we can start to do a more systematic profiling
of the distributions of methylation values we see, and the differences between samples. The sorts of
questions we are trying to address are:
1. What is the overall distribution of methylation values and levels in the samples. How
methylated are they overall and do the methylation values form a single distribution, or are
there obviously separate high and low methylated regions.
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2. Do the distributions of methylation values between the different samples look very similar
overall? If not then do we need to consider some additional normalisation, or are the
differences likely to reflect interesting biology meaning we should characterise them directly.
3. Do we see clear methylation differences between samples or are there not obvious candidates
for differential methylation? If there are differences then do they cluster by the replicates for a
given allele, or are they more randomly patterned over the samples?
To try to answer these questions use the visualisation tools in seqmonk to explore the quantitated
values you have created. Some suggestions for plots which will be informative;
1. To look at the distributions you can use:
a. Plots > BeanPlot
b. Plots > Cumulative Distribution Plot
2. To look at the comparison of methylation values you can use
a. Plots > Scatterplot – double click on points to see the corresponding region in the main
chromosome view
b. The various tools under Plots > Data Store Similarity to look at the overall similarity of
all of the samples together.

Exercise 4: Unreplicated differential methylation using a Chi-Square test
We are going to get you to run a few different statistical tests to look for differential methylation. The
first is a simple Chi-Square test. This isn’t an ideal test to run on this data because it takes no account
of the variance we see between the replicates which exist in this experimental design, but it could be
useful if we had very low coverage and needed to merge raw data to get sufficient observations to
achieve a significant result.
To run the test use:
Filtering > Filter by Statistical Test > Proportion Based Statistics > Unreplicated Data > Chi-Square
(for/rev)
We’ll remove the default constraint of requiring a 10% absolute difference, so we just filter on the basis
of significance.

We will analyse these samples using the merged data in the replicate sets. This won’t take any account
of how consistent the methylation differences are, but groups all of the data together to allow us to
perform a simple test. We need to select our two replicate sets, which will cause the test to analyse
the merged raw data contained in each of these.
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Run the test and save the results. The filtered list will become a sub-list of “All Probes” in your Data
View. You will need to expand the All Probes part of the tree to see the new list which was created.
How many hits did you get?
After running each filter we want to do some sanity checking to make sure the results we see are
sensible. The easiest way to do this is to draw a scatterplot of the two alleles against each other using
All Probes (Plots > Scatterplot) and then use the “Highlight Sublists” option to highlight on the plot the
hits from the statistical test. You should be able to see that the points which were selected fell on the
outside of the main cloud of points.

Exercise 5: Replicated differential methylation using EdgeR
EdgeR has an alternative method of analysing replicated methylation data based on the binomial
distribution of linked pairs of counts. It is applied in the same way as logistic regression and should
achieve roughly similar results. We will run this version of the test so we can compare the hits we get.
We’re again going to start from the All Probes list, but this time we’re going to select:
Filtering > Filter by Statistical Test > Proportion Based Statistics > Replicated Data > [R] EdgeR
(for/rev)
As before we are going to select the two replicate sets (allele1 and allele2), and require a p<0.05
difference after multiple testing correction.
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You will again see the R script running. Again it will take a few minutes to complete so please be
patient. After you have saved the hits then review them in a scatterplot as you did for the chi-square
test.

Exercise 6: Collating the hit lists
You should now have sets of hits from two different statistical methods. We now want to see how
similar these lists are. We can look at the overall statistics for the degree of overlap between the lists
using:
Plots > Probe List Overlap > Probe List Overlap Matrix
Are the lists largely similar?
For the final set of hits we’re going to take the subset of hits which were detected by both of the
methods we used. To do this we’re going to use the Collate Lists Filter.
Filtering > Combine Existing Lists > Collate Multiple Lists
We’re going to keep probes which were present in both of the hit lists we generated.

Finally, we are going to add a constraint for a certain degree of absolute change between the two
conditions. Imprinted genes should show fairly large changes, so we’re going to require at least a 25%
absolute difference in methylation to make it through to our final hit list.
We are therefore going to start by selecting the collated hit list we’ve just created and then applying a
differences filter.
Filtering > Filter on Value Differences > Individual Probes
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By selecting both replicate sets in the From and To groups we do the subtraction both ways round, so
filtering on the maximum differences will find changes which went up in either allele.
How much did this filter reduce our hit list by?

Exercise 7: Reporting and linking to imprinted genes
The final part of the exercise is to create a report on the hits we made, and to link these to known
imprinted genes.
Your project file already has an annotation track of known imprinted genes. This was taken from
http://www.geneimprint.com/site/genes-by-species and we are going to use this to annotate our hits.
Select your 25% filtered list of consistent hits, and then select:
Reports > Annotated Probe Report
We’re going to annotate the hits with the closest imprinted gene (up to 2kb away)

Once you’ve got the report window up you can sort the hits by their difference (since this was the value
annotated by the differences filter).
If you look at the most different hits, how many of them match a known imprinted gene? Are there any
strong hits which don’t match the known imprinted genes? If so, is this just an annotation problem, or
are there really potentially new imprinted genes to discover?
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Example Figures
The figures below show some of the views you should have created when you run this exercise. You
can check that yours look like these.

Exercise 2: Quantitation

The datastore summary report shows that over 90% of all (136,465) of the probes were successfully
quantitated, so the quantitation stringency used was appropriate for this data.

Exercise 3: Data Inspection
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The distributions of methylation values show that the vast majority of the genome is highly (>=80%)
methylated, with only a small subset staying unmethylated. The Methylation profiles of all of the
samples are extremely similar to each other, showing there are no global differences to explain or
normalise and showing that the analysis can proceed using the current quantitations.

The scatterplots show some noise when comparing replicates within the same sample (left), but the
differences seen on an individual comparison are mostly not widespread across other replicates.
When comparing the two replicate sets we can see a clearer picture, but with some large changes in a
small number of points. When looking at the underlying quantitations we generally see very similar
changes in all of the replicates suggesting that these differences should reflect real biology.

Both PCA and tSNE plots show a clear and consistent difference between the replicates from the two
alleles suggesting that the differences in methylation overall divide nicely into the experimental groups
we expect.
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Exercises 4,5 and 6: Differential Expression
The number of hits found using the different statistical tests should be:




Chi-Square:
Logistic Regression:
EdgeR:

19496
17485
6339

All of the sets of hits look sensible when highlighted on a scatterplot of the entire data set.
When collating the hits 5483 were present in the hits from all techniques.
After applying the 25% absolute difference cutoff then only 60 probes should remain.

Exercise 8: Reporting
When the report is made, most of the top hits should match to known imprinted genes.
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In this version of the report I collapsed the replicate sets in the Data Track Display options so that we
only see the mean values for allele1 and allele2 rather than the values for all of the individual
replicates.
Of the top hits which aren’t annotated to an Imprinted gene, there are a cluster of hits to the Trappc9
gene, which look like genuine methylation differences.

There is also a hit to the Rasgrf1 gene, which is a known imprinted gene, but where the DMR was
slightly too far away from the gene to be picked up by the annotation process.

